
Precision Work?
(Dicing, julienne, pastry

decorating, ect.)

How to get your kitchen workstation to
the correct height.

Making sure your kitchen workstation is the right height is an
important part of reducing fatigue and preventing injury due to an

awkward posture.
 

Follow this Flow Guide to get yourself set up for success. 

Are you close
enough to the
workstation?

Are your feet able to get close
enough to the workstation? (Toes
not hitting the bottom edge of the

workstation?)

Are all objects within a safe reaching
distance? (No leaning, extended

reaching, or twisting needed to reach
all objects)

If you can answer Yes to both of these continue below!

What Style of work are you doing at the work station?

Heavy Work?
(Carving Meet, butchering,

whipping a mayonnaise, ect.)

Build your workstation to your
elbows can be around 90 - 110

degrees.

Use Cutting Board Risers, a
thick block of wood, or

multiple cutting boards to
build to this height.

 
Make sure you are securing

the set up in place with a
wet cloth between each

layer! 

Set your workstation to just above the
hips. 

Many workstations are 90cm -
100cm in which sets them up to

already be at the correct height for
this kind of work.

 
If you are finding you have raise up
on your toes or raise your shoulders
needlessly your workstation may be
too high for you. Conversely, if you

are bending to reach the
workstation and your torso is

hovering over top of the workstation
it may be too low. 

Consider the duration of the task?

0 - 20 Minutes

20 - 60 Minutes

60+ Minutes

 Finish the task without building in micro stretch
breaks.

Build in 1 stretch/exercise for 15 – 30 seconds
every 20 minutes

Build in 1 stretch every twenty minutes and take
a 3 -5 minutes reset micro break

every hour.
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